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INTRODUCTION

SIMULATION RESULTS

Compressive sensing (CS) is a simultaneously signal acquisition and compression technique for efficiently
acquiring and reconstructing a signal from a small number of measurements, which can be obtained by
linear projections onto sparse signal [1]. In order to further compress the measurements, many works
applied intra prediction-based measurement coding. In this paper, we proposed temporal redundancy
reduction in compressive video sensing by using moving detection and inter-coding. The experimental results
show that our proposed can greatly reduce bandwidth usage in terms of BPP by 63.15%, improve in PSNR by
1.56dB, and SSIM by 14.81% on average when compared to the state-of-the-art.

Table 1. The average PSNR (dB), SSIM, and BPP comparisons of 100 frames, where B = 16×16, 𝑞𝑝 ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8},
𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 2, and SR = 1⁄2, 1⁄4, and 1⁄8.
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We divided the type of measurement into two portions: static measurement as non-moving part and
dynamic measurement as moving part in pixel-domain. In general, an information of consecutive frames are
similar, resulting in temporal redundancy. We used moving detection and inter-coding to further reduce
temporal redundancy and bandwidth usage in compressive video sensing as shown in Fig. 1.
To implement motion detection, we
estimated the difference between
current block of 𝑦𝑡 and reference block
𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑓 in co-location via mean squared
errors (MSE). In order to account for
variations in measurement, local
adaptive threshold has become a
Figure 1. Proposed measurement coding architecture of temporal primary method to classify the
redundancy reduction in compressive video sensing by using distinction of measurement.
moving detection and inter-coding.

Figure 2. Proposed of compressed-domain intercoding architecture.
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CONCLUSION

Figure 3. Simulation results of proposed temporal redundancy reduction with crowded of people by using VIRAT [6], AVL-Town
Centre [7], and WILDTRACK [8] sequences, respectively. The first row is the ground truth. The second row is residual results of
moving detection in pixel-domain. The third row is residual motion in pixel-domain. The fourth row is fully reconstruction
results. The fifth row is crop results to show the remaining details, where B = 16×16, 𝑞𝑝 ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}, 𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 2, and SR = 1⁄2.

We demonstrated that proposed work can further reduce temporal redundancy by using moving
detection and inter-coding for compressive video sensing. Our proposed is fast in restoration along with
good visual qualities and significantly reduce in BPP. According to the experimental results, the encoder can
perform moving detection and show that the test scenes were recovered accurately. The moving detection
performance were not disturbed by the initial frame and environmental noise. Moreover, our further
compress in detected area can greatly reduce in bandwidth usage. The coding efficiency and performances
are measured in terms of PSNR, BPP, and SSIM for a perceptual metric that quantifies image quality
degradation. This proposed method can reduce sampling costs and alleviate communication and storage
burdens while obtaining comparable estimation performance, which results as a straightforward approach
against bandwidth usages.
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Table 2. An average PSNR (dB), SSIM, and BPP comparison of 100 frames of WILDTRACK [8] sequence.

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

We used local adaptive threshold to classify the measurement with an association of error distinction,
where threshold levels are chosen automatically and independently. It is allowed framework to operate
without difficulty to non-uniform of illumination. We assumed that 𝑦𝑡 is static measurement, which is
necessary to be omitted. Otherwise, the change of 𝑦𝑡 is represented to illumination change or moving
objects in pixel-domain, which is necessary to further compress.
False positive detection can be occurred randomly during the process that caused BPP increasing
uncertainty and unpredictable. Therefore, we proposed straightforward algorithm that adjusts the
quantization parameter (𝑄𝑝 ) to improve quality in subjective important area and eliminate false positive
detection automatically. The parameter can be varying depend on how frequently the area become
detected. If the specific area of interest is frequently detected, we assumed that the area should be paid
Figure 5. Proposed of compressed-domain inter-coding architecture.
more attention, where adaptive quantization parameter by 𝑞𝑝 ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} and parameter step size denoted
by 𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 2.
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Figure 4. The visual comparison among three methods with our proposed using WILDTRACK [8] sequence. The top row is the
original scene. The second row is residual motion in pixel-domain. The third row is fully reconstruction results in pixel-domain.
The fourth row is cropped and zoomed results for comparing the remaining details, where B = 16×16, 𝑞𝑝 =4, and SR = 1⁄2
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